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Get plugged in!
Making the case for a
shift towards electric
transportation
Energy independence. National
security. Economic stability.
Clean environment.
America’s transportation sector,
the largest consumer of oil in the
world, is held hostage by heavy
reliance on a commodity with reserves
held primarily in foreign countries.

With American Recovery and Reinvestment
Act (ARRA) funding, the Washington State
Department of Transportation (WSDOT) is installing
and I-90 in 2012. To further facilitate travel along the

emissions come from the transportation sector.

11 AeroVironment fast-chargers along 1-5, U.S. Route 2,

About one-third of Oregon’s greenhouse gas

“Main Street” of the West Coast, the Oregon Department
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foreign dictators in increasingly unstable countries.

Department of Energy to install

pockets of Oregonians to the overflowing pockets of

ARRA funds from the Oregon

an enormous transfer of wealth from the dwindling

of Transportation (ODOT) is using

Oregonians spend $7 billion per year for petroleum,

along I-5 in 2012. These chargers will

national ARRA-funded “EV Project.”

transportation-fueling source.

fast-chargers in Oregon through the

energy-secure, sustainable, and reliable

in Washington; and 800 level 2 and 27

towards electric transportation, an emission-free,

of 1000 level 2 and 28 fast-chargers

have created a national imperative to move

augment ECOtality’s planned installation

Environmental, political, and economical shifts

The West Coast Leading the Charge
on Electric Transportation
The nation’s transportation
sector is poised for a sea
change and the West Coast is
at the helm of the ship leading
the country towards electric
transportation.

Making the shift to electric transportation will:

Level 1

Benefits of Electric Transportation

Charging 101
Level 1 charging stations come with your car and can be
plugged into any common 110 Volt wall outlet giving you
endless opportunities to charge wherever you go.

Level 2
Level 2 charging stations use the same type of 240 Volt
circuits as an electric stove or dryer. This makes
recharging your EV at home or in public
convenient, easy, and inexpensive.
The level 2 uses a J1772 connector
standard that all new EVs in the
market can access. This charging
regimen is often called opportunity charging, because it
calls for recharging during
“opportune” down time such
as sleep, work, or play.

In addition to the I-5 installations, ODOT will install
22 AeroVironment fast-chargers in NW Oregon along
the Gorge, the Coast, Central Oregon, and
the Willamette Valley. These chargers will
provide multiple charging opportunities
in areas that radiate out from the major
population corridors.

West Coast once again as pioneers in a new frontier,

fast-charging stations along 1-5, the first stage

environmental benefits, and establishes the

network of electric vehicle (EV)

provide long-term economic and

designed a border-to-border

transportation infrastructure that will

Washington and Oregon have

projects are an investment in sustainable

To advance electric transportation,

• Exponentially lower the cost to refuel a vehicle
with electrons instead of oil.
• Dramatically
reduce vehicle
maintenance costs.
• Help displace oil
as the nation’s
dominant fuel source.
• Help insulate the nation from future oil shocks
and economic meltdowns.
• Boost national security through energy

DC FAST CHARGE
(or "DC quick-charge") DC
fast-charging stations operate
on 480 Volt commercial circuits,
enabling you to get a quick
charge and get on your way
when you take longer trips.
Fast-chargers use a CHAdeMO
connector, which
the Nissan Leaf
and Mitsubishi
iMiEV can utilize.
DC fast-charging
is ideal for
public charging
infrastructure like
the West Coast
Electric Highway.

The West Coast Electric Highway

blazing the electric transportation trail.

of the “West Coast Electric Highway.”

independence.
• Drive economic growth with the emergence
of an industry comprised of new vehicle and
infrastructure technology.
• Reduce environmental impacts from
the transportation sector’s greenhouse
gas emissions.
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Charging 101

Benefits of Electric Transportation

Level 1

Making the shift to electric transportation will:

Level 1 charging stations come with your car and can be
plugged into any common 110 Volt wall outlet giving you
endless opportunities to charge wherever you go.

Level 2
Level 2 charging stations use the same type of 240 Volt
circuits as an electric stove or dryer. This makes
recharging your EV at home or in public
convenient, easy, and inexpensive.
The level 2 uses a J1772 connector
standard that all new EVs in the
market can access. This charging
regimen is often called opportunity charging, because it
calls for recharging during
“opportune” down time such
as sleep, work, or play.

DC FAST CHARGE
(or "DC quick-charge") DC
fast-charging stations operate
on 480 Volt commercial circuits,
enabling you to get a quick
charge and get on your way
when you take longer trips.
Fast-chargers use a CHAdeMO
connector, which
the Nissan Leaf
and Mitsubishi
iMiEV can utilize.
DC fast-charging
is ideal for
public charging
infrastructure like
the West Coast
Electric Highway.

• Exponentially lower the cost to refuel a vehicle
with electrons instead of oil.
• Dramatically
reduce vehicle
maintenance costs.
• Help displace oil
as the nation’s
dominant fuel source.
• Help insulate the nation from future oil shocks
and economic meltdowns.
• Boost national security through energy
independence.
• Drive economic growth with the emergence
of an industry comprised of new vehicle and
infrastructure technology.
• Reduce environmental impacts from
the transportation sector’s greenhouse
gas emissions.
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Now let’s drive on
and explore!

Canada

5 things to know before you go

Potential Washington &
Oregon Fast-Charging
Communities

Bellingham

Burlington

By summer 2012, a 100% electric vehicle
could coast the 585 miles of I-5, the major
transportation vein through Oregon and
Washington, without using a single drop
of gasoline.

1

At the end of 2012, the West Coast Electric
Highway will host more than 100 publiclyaccessible EV DC fast-charging stations
on I-5, at key locations near major travel
destinations, and along heavily-traveled
highway corridors radiating out from I-5
every 40-60 miles.

2

It will take between 20-30 minutes to refuel
at a fast-charger. EV drivers on the West
Coast Electric Highway could refuel their
vehicle at a charging station in less time than
it takes to stretch their legs and refuel their
own system with a large cup of coffee.

3

Sixty-five percent of present U.S. light-duty
vehicles could be powered by existing offpeak generating capacity.

Look for this symbol!

4

Electric motors can convert up to 85% of the
chemical energy in batteries to power the
wheels while internal combustion engines
only convert about 20% of the energy stored
in gasoline to the wheels.

Portland Legend

5

In 2010, Oregon drivers traveled an average
of 28.4 miles per day, well within the current
100-mile range on a charge that the EVs out
in the marketplace today can get.

Legend
Monroe

EV Project Fast Charge

Fasten your seatbelts and begin your gas-free journey
in Bellingham, Washington. Plug in and charge your
EV with the AeroVironment fast-charger at Sehome
Village Shopping Center. You might want to grab a cup of coffee
at Starbucks, and purchase some outdoor equipment right next door at
REI for your upcoming adventures along the West Coast Electric Highway!

Seattle Metro

25 DCFC

Skykomish

Leavenworth

Fast Charge and Level 2 available

Snoqualmie Pass | pending

Range accessible to most
Electric Vehicles

Hop onto U.S. Route 2 from I-5 and head towards Leavenworth to refuel
your EV while you enjoy a ride on a horse-drawn carriage around the
Bavarian Village.

Cle Elum | pending
Olympia

Fully charged and worry-free, you can continue your emission-free trip
down I-5 towards Oregon, refueling as needed at the fast-chargers
located every 40-60 miles. A highway sign will notify the EV driver of
an available charger off the highway. See the map’s
legend on the right for the symbol.

Centralia

Fast Charge and Level 2 available

Make your first fast-charging stop in Oregon on
Electric Avenue in the heart of Portland State
University’s campus.

Longview/Kelso

Portland Charging Locations

Astoria

Thinking about dusting off those skis
you bought at REI in Bellingham while
charging? From Portland you can head
straight over to Government Camp
and ski the iconic Mt. Hood. Just about 56 miles
via U.S. Route 26, you can rest assured that you can refuel
with fast-chargers on the way in 2012.
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Don't own an EV? Coming to Portland from out of town
and want to take a gas-free ride? Rent an EV in Portland at the
Enterprise on W. Burnside. With fast-chargers scheduled for installation
along I-84 in 2012, you can take your EV rental just over 60 miles to
Hood River to enjoy the infamous wind surfing on the Columbia River.
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Corvallis 2 DCFC

Portland

Halsey/Brownsville | Pending
26
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Yachats
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Springfield | Pending

Drive west to travel the famous U.S. 101 coastline, fully charged from
historic Astoria to Florence when the network is complete in 2012.
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McMinnville

Enjoy a 21st century refueling experience at a 19th
century stagecoach stop, the Wolf Creek Inn, right off I-5
in beautiful Southern Oregon.

Vancouver

Vancouver

3 DCFC

Veneta

2 DCFC

Florence
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Milwaukie

Refuel cleaner, drive longer, and save money along the West Coast
Electric Highway. What a great place to explore in your electric vehicle.
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For more information on charging station locations in WA, OR, and
across the country access the link:
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Central Point
Medford / Ashland
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